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ABSTRACT
 
This study investigated theimpactofbereavementsupport group participation on
 
the problematic behavior ofelementary school age children. It hypothesized that
 
bereavementgroup support and counseling would provide increased abihtytoimderstand
 
and cope with the emotionsofgriefthereby reducingthetrauma and the resultant acting
 
out behavior.A preliminaryinterview plus completion ofpre-test and post-testby both
 
parents and children wasused to collectthe data. The researchers used the Social Skills
 
Rating Scale developed by Gresham and Elliott. AlsotheHome and SchoolBehaviors
 
Questionnaire developed bythe researchers wasused.
 
Analysis was performed utilizing bothEPI6 and SPSS computerized analysis
 
program.The researchersfound thatthe bereavement supportgroup waseflfective in
 
impactingthe emotional and behavioralfunctioning ofthe participants. The supportgroup
 
appearsto have had a positive influence in reducingthe problematic behaviors ofthe
 
children and increasing the desired positive behaviors and social skills. Use of
 
bereavement groupsto increasethe positive emotional developmentofa child who
 
experienced the death ofa significant other has numerous practice,research and policy
 
implications.
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 Introduction
 
Familiesfacing death and lossfrequently are unaware oftheimpactofgriefrelated
 
issueson children. Masterman and Reams(1988)reportthatonein27children will lose a
 
parent by death before the age ofeighteen. Linda Goldman(1994)reported that20%of
 
today's children wU haveexperienced the death ofa parent bythe end ofhigh school.
 
Traumaofthis magnitude posesthe potentialfor psychologically harmfiillong lasting
 
effects. Yet,children in our society are often ignored,overprotected,or misinformed
 
aboutthe death situation(Davis, 1989).
 
Dueto shock ofthe surviving parent and family system the griefofmany children
 
is overlooked until problematic behaviors occur. Often it is only whenthe children's
 
behaviors become disruptive thatthefamily realizesthe reaction ofthe children hasbeen
 
overlooked. This behavior may surface initially in the school setting andis reported ona
 
regular basis by elementary schoolteachers. In a study by Greenberg(1975)presenting
 
S5miptomsincluded academic deterioration,depression,amdety,withdrawal,and somatic
 
complaints. In Wolfeld's work(1991)he addsinformation regarding the expression ofthe
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pain ofgriefthrough acting out behavior including becoming unusuallyloud and noisy,
 
temper outbursts,fighting,defying authority,running awayfrom homeand general
 
rebellion against everything.
 
While bereavement groups are diverse and available in mostcommunitiesthey
 
seldom specifically targetthe elementary schoolage population. Current groupsfor
 
children,thoughfew in number,are often geared toward strengthening emotional control
 
while allowing for tfte grieving processto be identified,defined,and safely expressed.
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Many children wiU blamethemselvesfor the death with unresolved guilt. Others express
 
confusion and uncontrolled anger at their perceived abandonment.
 
Argumentsin the psychoanalytic literature continue to debate the ability ofchildren
 
to mourn. Buirski and Buirski(1994)argue that children are not structurally equipped to
 
mourn and are only affected bythe emotions oftheir surroundings. The responses of
 
adultsin their lives is seen as an important contributing factor by other researchers. An
 
absenceofgrief,however,is unconunon with sadness,crying and other affective and
 
behavioral symptoms being morethe norm(Wolfelt,1991,Via Sl Grizenko, 1989).
 
Children are seldom aware thatthey arenot alone in their griefand that other children may
 
be experiencing similar problems. Verbal expressions of loss cease being accepted by
 
their peers,long before the grieving process is completed. Peers soon become intolerant
 
ofa seemingly extended griefprocess and most children are then unable to locate
 
appropriate resourcesto vent and heal.
 
Forthese reasons participation in a bereavement support group is advisable. Such
 
participation would permitthe child expression ofemotive content,considered taboo in
 
other settings,sothe child could grieve withoutfear ofdisapproval or rejection. The
 
focus ofgroup work promotesthe reduction ofproblematic behaviorsthrough the
 
developmentofthe child's awareness and expression offeelings and their ability to make
 
knowledgeable choices. The group process provides a setting forthe child to become
 
awareofthe appropriateness ofthese feelings and to learn healthy methodsfor dealing
 
with loss and griefissues.
 
Segal(1984)states that group methodscan be used to break down communication
 
baniersthat prolong the grieving process and delay problem resolution. Blank(1975)
 
further statesthatthe longertreatment is deferred the less successful it becomes. Group
 
treatment programs are primarilytime-limited,interventive and educational. These are
 
designed to reduce current mid future problematic behaviorsthrough the use ofcatharsis.
 
The use ofsupport groupsislimited primarily bythe individual therapist's philosophy
 
towardsthe psychosocial needsoftheir client. In some casesthe mission ofsupport
 
group programsisto addressthe cultural and spiritual needsthrough physical,emotional,
 
and social interactions within a safe and nurturing environment.
 
Research on bereavement supportgroupsfor schoolage children evaluates their
 
effectiveness in reducing negative reactions related to lossand grief(Greenberg,1975,
 
Davis,1989,Wolfelt, 1994). Such stu(hesmayrevealthat children are and need to be
 
curious and to expresstheir feelings,whetherthey befeelings ofguilt, hurt,anger,or pain.
 
Often children need outride permission to do this.
 
Unresolved griefissues can be expressed in numerous ways. Children mourn
 
through behaviors rather than through communication(Goldman,1994). Denialofthe
 
event,guilt and selfblamefor the event,withdrawal or isolation,separation anxiety,and
 
anger are the mostfrequently reported behaviors(Goldman,1994). Also reported are
 
breakdownsin communication including selective mutism,helplessness,feelings ofbeing
 
overwhelmed,confiision,depression,aggression and other acting outor acting in
 
behaviors(Goldman,1994). Apparentlack offeelings,fear,regression, physiological
 
changes,disorganization and panic as expressionsofgriefare still other reported
 
behaviors (Wolfelt, 1991).
 
Traumatic experience mayleave lasting markson a child. Adjustment and
 
functioning problems can continueinto later life when the child is left without support
 
during the grieving process(Van der Kolk,1987). Bereavement groups provide an
 
avenuefor this support. Withthe opening ofcommunicationsthe child can moveforward
 
to confront painfid feelings. Through mutual sharing thegroup develops as a support
 
system and as an educationalforum forlearning appropriate,acceptable behaviors.
 
Currently there is insufficient evidence to determine theimpactofthis modality onthe
 
reduction ofproblematic behaviorsin children vdth loss and griefissiues. Thereisa need
 
for more studiesto examinethe effects ofchildren's bereavement support groupson
 
children's behaviorfollowing the death ofa significant other.
 
Social workersin direct practice face manyissuesin working with the bereaved.
 
They mustbe able to discussthe issues surrounding death and to intervene in a sensitive
 
manner. There mustbe an awarenessofthe meaning oflossto the client and social
 
workers must confronttheir ownissues related to loss. Social workersrequire knowledge
 
ofage specific concepts and perceptions ofdeath. Personal attitudes and experiences with
 
death mayinfluence the social workers abili^to lead and the ability to use opennessand a
 
non-judgmental approach in the conduct ofbereavement groups.
 
All humanbeingsexperienceloss and griefdifferently. These differences are based
 
on life experience,coping skills, past experiences and the relationship to the deceased
 
(Goldman,1994). Mclntjni'e(1990)in herreview ofcase reports states"child
 
bereavement wasan experience ofuniqueness and sameness." In working with grieving
 
children group leaders mustbe aware that children's experiences and reaction to griefaxe
 
as varied and unique asany adult(Davis,1989).
 
Agroup counselor working in this field must have athorough understanding of
 
children's perceptions ofdeath at each developmental stage. A child underfive years of
 
age has an emotionalresponseto the deathofsomeonethey have bonded with but may
 
believe death to be a reversible state. Children may believe the person is"sleeping"and
 
will awaken shortly. Children betweenthe ages offine and nine years old personify death
 
asevidenced bytheir perception oftheirown negative behavior having a direct bearing on
 
the death. Usuallythose overage nine realize death is adefinitive state,inevitable,
 
irreversible,and universal(Bertman,1984). Although these views are not widely accepted
 
they area helpfiil toolforthose working with clients dealing with bereavementissues.
 
Awarenessofthese various developmental stages,however,are vitalfor group work
 
success. "There aretwo choices whenaloved one dies-to live in grie^ remorse,and
 
guilt covered thinly byafacade,orto face thosefeelings,workthem through,and emerge
 
with^acceptance ofdeath and acommitmentto living ^lize,1975)."
 
Problem Focus
 
Children who experience unresolved loss and griefface many problemsin their
 
activities ofdaily living. (Menreported are lack ofimpulse control and anger
 
management skills, causing disruption in both homeand educational settings. School
 
officials reportreduced academic achievementincluding inability to concentrate and
 
complete assigned tasks,increased challenge ofauthority figures,mid increased
 
absenteeism. Behaviors also include increased severity in fighting with peers requiring
 
intervention by adults with heightened emotiond response to otherwise normal activities.
 
Other emotional aspects ofgriefinclude denial ofthe death,repression ofthe
 
death,and withdrawal fi'om social situations includingfamilyand peers. These coping
 
mechanisms maybe canied to the extreme causing difficulty in daily fimctioning. The
 
child also maycopethrough use ofprojection involving a distortion ofreality regarding
 
the death,or mayregressto an e^lier developmental stage including separation anxiety.
 
Adults often overprotect children from the realities ofdeath or are unawareofthe needs
 
forthe clnld to receive assistance and/or permission to expressfeelings regarding theloss
 
and grief.
 
The authorsfor this study chose a positivist' paradigm asthe underpinning to their
 
research. Paradigmsserve aslenses notblinders(PWllips, 1989). It is the world view the
 
researcher uses and not allresearchers agree onthe"proper"format. The positivist
 
paradigm assumesa realist ontology stating there e?dsts a reality driven byimmutable
 
naturallaws which can be quantified and is measurable to testthe cause and effect
 
betweenthe phenomenon and certain variables. This objective paradigm assumesthe
 
elimination ofbias and is traditionally accepted and respected. Questionsand hypothesis
 
are stated in advance,established asfacts,tested,and statistically analyzed. Deductive
 
logic will providefor a set beliefand a propositionalframe will determine the question by
 
assuming thatthe hypothesisis correct. The derivation ofthis world view is based in part
 
on our personal previous experiencesand whatweaccept as knowledge(Tyson,1992).
 
Using the realist ontology this study wascommitted to an objectivist epistemology
 
asthough looking through a one way mirror. According to Theodorsonand Theodorson
 
(1969) ontology is defined as dealing with the nature ofreality,and epistemology asthe
 
study and theory ofknowledge and the nature ofthe relationship betweenthe researcher
 
and that knowledge. Methodologically the use ofquantitative data surveyed documented
 
behavior problemsofthe sample population prior to and uponthe completion ofthe
 
bereavement support group. The data was primarily descriptive in nature. Forthese
 
reasons,the authors felt the traditional positivist view emphasizing deductive,value-free
 
inquiiy,and objective observation was optimal choice. The researchers began with
 
rationd thinking thatled to goal specific tasks which dictated the methodology. However,
 
it required the researchers voice remain that ofthe disinterested scientist(Eisner, 1990).
 
The primaryfocus wasonthe dependent variable which isthetopic ofinterest and the
 
resultant changesto it. Also ofimportance wasthe independent variable which isitem
 
which will influence the change or solution to the problem oristhe cause ofthe problem.
 
Forthis studytherole ofthe direct practitioner wasevaluated for relevance asa
 
benefitto children facing loss and griefissues. Howthe interventions and services
 
impacted the client'sfunctioning wasa major areafor review,asthe outcome had a direct
 
bearing onthe groupformat selected for use. Children require theopportunityto
 
recognize and workthrough the griefprocessin a safe setting. Bereavementgroupsfor
 
elementary age children are seldom offered. Research reviewed showed onlyone report
 
on concurrent groupsfor children and surviving parents(Zambelli,Clark,&Hodgson,
 
1994)with a greater number ofreports ofsuccessfulintervention groupsfor children only
 
Davis, 1989,Goldman,1994,Greenberg,1975,Healy-Romanello,1993).
 
Duetothe guilt often associated with the death and the child's view oftheir role in
 
the causality it isimportantthat negativefeelings be identified and normalized. Previous
 
studiesshow not only is it importantto identify the feelings and symptomsbutto assist in
 
the alleviation ofthesesymptoms. This population also hasa need to develop self
 
acceptance and to develop a healing capacity.
 
The children need to deal directly with anyspecific obstaclesinterfering with their
 
effortto function such as anger management and impulse control. The use ofthe
 
bereavementgroup setting dlowsfor limit setting,support,protection,and linking in
 
developingthe ability to resolve conflicts. This setting also provides a safe haven where
 
the social worker can impartinformation,develop social skills, instill hopeofreturn to
 
normalfunctioning and provide an avenueforthe cathartic experience.
 
Research Question
 
The question this study wasconcerned with was: "Whatisthe effect ofa
 
bereavement supportgroup onthe emotional and behavioral aspects ofgriefin children?"
 
The study proposed to ex^nine ifbereavement support group activities would produce
 
positive results in both the behavioral and emotional areas ofthe children's daily function.
 
The study also examined the use ofa group setting asthe modalityfor interaction.
 
Content Specific Terms
 
Bereavement- a state ofpsychological stress caused byloss such as death
 
(Kastenbaum,1991).
 
Bereavement Groups- groupsformed to assist in the process ofexpressing and
 
dealing with grief(Goldman,1994).
 
Grief- Anemotionalresponse to a real or perceived loss,an emotional suflfering
 
caused by death or bereavement. A process witha constellation offeelings
 
that can be expressed in many ways. It isthe internal meaning given tothe
 
external event(Wolfelt, 1983).
 
Griefwork -the activities,behaviors,and rituals used in thinkingthrough the
 
loss,facing the reality,expressing the feelings and emotions and becoming
 
reinvolved with the life process (Goldman,1994).
 
Mourning -takingthe internal emotions ofgriefand expressing these outside of
 
ourselves. Traditional methodsinclude funerals and memorial services.
 
Creative methodsinclude letter writing to the deceased and then disposing of
 
the letter(Goldman,1994).
 
Literature Review
 
Resolution ofgriefis a difficult processfor most people. Welive in a society that
 
tendsto avoid thetopicofdeath,although,current census recordsshow anincreasein
 
death rates(U.S.Bureau ofCensus,1993). Our children,forthe most part,are often
 
ignored or over protected in the areaofgriefand bereavement(Costa,HoUiday,1992).
 
Weavoid evidencesofaging as well asdying yet allow our children to learn aboutthis
 
sensitive subjectthrough violent experiences on TV. Goldman(1994)statesthat it is
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estimated that by agefourteen a child will see 18,000 deaths on TV,the majority usually
 
violent murders.
 
Identification ofchildren's needsto resolve griefoften surface in negative
 
behaviorsin the school setting. As negative behaviors manifestthefamily may become
 
awarefor the firsttime that children also need assistance to complete the grieving process.
 
Presenting symptoms mayinclude aciademic deterioration and well as depression,anxiety,
 
withdrawal,somatic complaints,and fantasies about death(Greenberg, 1975). Studies
 
show school children who experience aloss display anger and guilt with frequent notations
 
ofnightmares and dreams(Terr, 1987). Van derKolk(1987)proposes that withoutthe
 
support during the grieving processthe traumatic experience mayleave lasting mm"kson a
 
child with adjustment and functioning problems continuing into later life.
 
Children are seldom given permission to feel griefand are often misinformed or
 
uninformed aboutthe death situation(Davis, 1989). Davis(1989),in his pastoral
 
counseling ofbereaved children,states that manyofthe sametasks applyto both adults
 
and children. Modifications are based upon the cognitive,personal,social,and emotional
 
developmentofthe child. Children are and need to becurious and to expresstheir
 
feelings whetherthey befeelings ofguilt,hurt,^ger,or pain. Onecommon mistake,
 
however,isfor adultsto assume children think like adults(Giblin&Ryan,1989).
 
While children's viewsand the methodsin which they grieve is as diverse asthat of
 
adultsthey also havea different approach to grieving than adults(Giblin&Ryan,1989).
 
Children generally havealimited ability to verbalize their feelings. Many children fear
 
being considered"different"or being pitied(Webb,1993). Duringlatency mostchildren
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attemptto gain control overtheir feelings and mayover react or be more resistantto
 
discussion ofgriefrelated, painfulfeelings. Manychildren in this age group also consider
 
display ofgriefbehaviors such as crying to be babjash adding to there resistance to share
 
their griefpublicly^urman,1974).According to Webb's work(1993)griefofchildren
 
differsfrom that ofadults asfollows;
 
1. Children'simmature cognitive developmentinterferes with understanding
 
aboutthe irreversibility, universality,and inevitability ofdeath.
 
2. Children's limited capacityto tolerate emotional pain.
 
3. Children'slimited ability to verbalize theirfeelings.
 
4. Children's sensitivity about'heing different"from peers.
 
Argumentsin the psychoanalytic literature continueto debatethe ability ofchildren
 
to mourn. Several authors who writeonthe phenomenologyofchildhood bereavement
 
feel thatthere is an absence ofgriefin children. This is based on the conceptthat children
 
are unable to tolerate theintensityofmourning. Buirskiand Buirski,(1994)arguethat
 
children are not structurally equipped to mourn and are only affected bytheemotionsof
 
their surroun^gs. They state that situationalfactors can inhibit orpreclude the unfolding
 
ofthe mourning process. Vida and Giizenko(1989)disagreed and found the absence of
 
griefto beuncommon,vwth features such as sadness,crying,becoming irritable,and other
 
affective and behavioral symptomsthe norm. Wolfenstein(1966)found children did not
 
have an absence ofgriefbut displayed alow tolerance for acute pain. This is in agreement
 
with Rando's work(1988)whichfound children were likely to express griefintermittently
 
rather than deal with the entire problem atonetime.
 
In addition research showsaneed to understand the emotional stability ofthe child
 
prior to the loss and theimportance ofthe relationship ofthe child and the deceased
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parent,including theissue ofsame sex child/parent versus opposite sex child/parent
 
(Heath,1985) Hawener and Phillips(1975)propound the mostimportantfactor
 
determining how well a chid copes with parentallossisthe quality oftheir interactions
 
with other significant adultsfoUowing the death.
 
Whielimited resources have been reported in the area ofbereavement groups
 
specializing in the younger population thereis no limit onthe methodologies presented.
 
These include arttherapy,play therapy,psychodrama,story telling, musictherapy,sand
 
trays,journals,role pla5dng,and memorybooks with individuals mid groups(Allan, 1978,
 
Davis,1989, Goldman,1994, Healy-Romanello,1993, Masterman,). In his article on
 
serial drawingasafiierapeutic approach Allan(1978)reports dramatic changesofa
 
moderately disturbed youngster in only 10sessions. Group advocates agree supportis
 
crucialduringthe grieving stage and previous research reports success with the use of
 
various modditiesforthe remission ofnegative reactionsto loss and grief(Davis,1989,
 
Fox,1985,Greenberg,1975,Lohnes&Kalter,1994).
 
The group modality allowsforthe expression ofemotive content without feffl'of
 
disapproval or rejection.Used by social workers,psychologists,recreation therapists, mid
 
school counselors this modality islimited primarily bythe philosophytowardsand
 
emphasison psychosocial needs ofthe client. The therapist's creative participation is
 
recommended in individual or group setting as a meansofassisting the child to cope with
 
thetrauma mid stress ofthe death experience(Segal,1984).
 
In work attheDougy Center,Smith(1991)reports onthe play activity ofthree to
 
five year old children. She contendsthe children,in a supportive relationship with other
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children and adults,will create the precise"play"experience required for healing
 
themselves. Her research has also identified three tasks essentialto process griefand
 
integrate lossesin the young child. These are understanding the person is nolonger there,
 
feeling the feelings,and reinvesting in life(Smith, 1991).
 
Group work can assist the children to express overwhelming feelings and is of
 
value asa meansto opening communication. Several researchers stressthe need to break
 
down communication barriers that prolong the grieving process and delay problem
 
resolution whetherin individual or group settings. Play,asthe accepted language of
 
children,is a medium which can often unlock communicationsand allow the child to work
 
through deeply painful feelings(Webb,1993).
 
Research indicatesthat while thefamilies appear resistantto griefintervention for
 
children thelongerthe delay in obtaining treatmentthe less likely thetreatment will be
 
successful(Blank,1975). ZambeUi,Clark,and Hodgson(1994)report successin parallel
 
groupsfor children and the surviving parents promoting relationship for healing ofboth
 
children and parents and education ofthe parents regarding the needsofthe children in
 
tins sensitive area.
 
Advantagesofgroupsincludethe commonalityofshared experiences and the
 
reduction ofisolation. All participmits have experienced aloss(Schwartz&Zalba,1971)
 
and many arein crisis. The school setting is often one where support groupscan be
 
beneficid and impacteveryday activities. Thegroup setting also allowsfor interaction of
 
children at various stages ofgrief. The children in later stages will be able to provide
 
assistance to more recently bereaved peers(Yalom,1985). This provides atwo way
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benefit asthe children in the earlier stagesare able to seethrough example that it is
 
possible to survive the pain ofloss. The children in the later stages ofbereavement are
 
ableto become a support system to peersincreasing healing and additional growth in their
 
ownlives(Schififer, 1984,Schwartz&Zalba,1971,Hickey,1993).
 
Davis(1989)in his discussion ofthe objectivesofbereavement work asin the
 
developmentofawareness,expression ofenergy and feelings, problem solving,
 
spontaneity,creativity,andjoy prefers active methodsto cathect feelings. This allows
 
constructive channeling ofdestructive energies. Heconcludes"arttherapy(which is his
 
preference)is an excellent resourcefor children struggling with aloss". Segal(1984)
 
agrees and addsthat the artsinvolve tactile, visual,aural,and kinesthetic senses. Mostof
 
these are related totheinvolunt^nervoussystem arousing and transmitting messagesto
 
the brain. This creates an unplanned response to theimagesand soundsencountered in
 
this methodology. This allowsthe child to tap natural feelingsin a spontaneous expression
 
ifthe group atmosphere is non-critical, non-judgmental and accepting(Davis,1989).
 
The researchersagree that all participants experience activities differently based on
 
varying life experiencesincluding coping skills, past experiences and the relationship to the
 
deceased. Also importantto successful intervention isthe understanding ofthe cultural
 
implications with care takenin defining the normality ofresponsesto death(McGoldrick,
 
1991). Mclntyre,(1990)in her review ofcase reports,states Xhild bereavement wasan
 
experience ofuniqueness and sameness". Through the use ofgriefgroups emotional
 
growth and competence in relating to the outside world were evidenced byimproved
 
changesin behavior.
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Regardless ofthe primary modality researchers agree it is vitalforthe group
 
facilitator working with bereaved children to have a solid understanding ofchildren's
 
perceptions ofdeath based onthe developmentallevel ofthe individual child(Webb,
 
1993)- Whilethe child under five may view death asa reversible state,the child between
 
five and nine may personify death with guiltfor their partin the death being a majorissue
 
to be addressed(Bertman,1984,Bluestone, 1991). Bertman(1984)continuesthat most
 
children over nine realize death is a definitive state,inevitable,irreversible and universal.
 
These guidelines are onlya portionofthe many variables that affect children's viewsof
 
death and loss. While disagreement continues astothe exact age breaks,mostresearchers
 
agree there are three basic stages. Theseinclude death asa reversible state,the child's
 
view that they are responsiblefor the death,and death asa definitive irreversible state.
 
Lonetto's work(1980)however,reveals that although the majority ofprepubertal children
 
understand the finality ofdeath they continue to relegate death to the domain ofthe aged.
 
Additionally with distorted perceptions based on views portrayed in somefilms,an
 
increasein death rates(U.S.Census,1993),and a decline ofphilosophical and religious
 
views death hasbecomea mystery ratherthmianormd segmentoflife(Brennan,1983).
 
Withthe differences in the developmental viewson death it maybe beneficialto
 
work with similar age group children. Preschoolers and young children mayrespond more
 
readilyto playtherapy,stories,and role plays(Griblin&Ryan,1989). In groupsfor older
 
children discussions maymore appropriately include perceptions ofdeath,reaction to last
 
rites,denial ofthe death,currentfears regarding stressors in thefamily,with peers,and in
 
personal needs,and changesexpected in die fiature(Mastennan,Reams,1988)
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 Decisionsto allow the child to attend and participate inthefuneral are strongly
 
reacted to in our society. Despite popular opinion to the contrary research hasshownthat
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most children were emotionally controlled during the services and participation itselfwas
 
not detrimentaltothe child'sfunctioning(WeUer,Weller,Fristad,&Cain, 1988,Rando,
 
1988/1991,Wolfelt, 1983,Kastenbaum,1991). Wolfelt(1991)found thatinvolvementof
 
the child in family group decisions helped establish a senseofcomfort and promotethe
 
understanding thatlife goeson despite the loss. Heemphasised the importance of
 
allowing for participation bythe child but notforcing it and preparing the child for what
 
they wUlexperience(Fox,1985). Children should be made aware thatsome people may
 
expressemotions differently than others and some may cry. This providesa settingfor
 
natural expression ofgood bye(Krementz,1981,1991).
 
McGlauflin(1990)further discusses phases and commonthemesand symptoms
 
uniqueto children including the circumstances ofthe death,and how adultsin the child's
 
life handle the^ef. In her discussion ofcounseling strategiesshe includesthe need to
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addressthe quality ofthe counselor's knowledge,the need for pmrental consultation and
 
involvement,and the ability ofthefamilyto respond to thechild's grief. Her research
 
supportsthe need for significant adultsin children's livesto be knowledgeable about grief
 
issues and counseling techniques. This would enable involved adultsto provide a basefor
 
both identification ofsymptomsand the development ofa support basefor children
 
experiencing loss.
 
Another areato be addressed is the child's memoriesofthe deceased and whatis
 
missed most aboutthat person(Warmbrod,1986). One areaofcaution noted by Salladay
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and Royal(1981)isthe use ofexplanations thatlead to confusion ofreality with young
 
children. One example cited is"God reached down and took Daddyto heaven while he
 
was sleeping"again showing unrealistic overprotection ofchildren in our society.
 
Unresolved griefissues areexpressed in numerous ways. Theissues reported most
 
often in theliterature are denial ofthe event,guilt and selfblameforthe event,withdrawal
 
or isolation,separation anxiety,and anger(Wolfelt, 1994,Webb,1994,Goldman,1994).
 
Also noted were breakdown in communicationsincluding selective mutism,helplessness,
 
feelings ofbeing overwhelmed,confusion,depression,aggression,and other acting out or
 
acting in behaviors. One primmy objective,therefore,is the opening ofcommunications
 
allovdng the child to moveforward to confronting the pmnfulfeelings(Segal, 1984).
 
Additional objectives required are the normalizing ofchildren's reaction to death and
 
developmentoffimctional coping strategies as children appearto struggle with death
 
related stress beyond the normaltime ofloss(Lohnes,Kalter, 1994). Through mutual
 
sharing the group develops asa support system and asan educationalforumforlearning
 
appropriate,acceptable behaviors(Segal,1984,Hickey,1993).
 
Based onthe sensitivity required the group facilitator mustbe aware oftheirown
 
personal attitudes regarding death and experiences with death and grief(Tait&Depta,
 
1993). Such attitudes willimpacttheir abilityto dlow the children to openly discuss then-

loss,to be aware ofthe more subtle responsesofor delayed responses ofgrief,and
 
provide reassurance to children's unexpressed guilt(Hare,1984). The group frcilitator
 
can assist by using less threatening lossissues such asthe loss ofa petin understanding
 
the death concept,using child appropriatelanguage when providing information,and
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creating an open,continuous opportunityforthe expression ofgrief(Hare,1984). In
 
addition Hare(1984)advocatesthe education ofparents regarding the children's needsto
 
participate in the death rituals and the issues ofunexpressed or delayed responses and
 
guilt.
 
Maslow and Freud both suggested discussion can reduce anxieties about death and
 
increase coping with this topic. Currentlythere is insufficient evidence to determine the
 
impactofany one modality onthelong term reduction ofproblematic behaviorsin
 
children with loss and griefissues. Additionallylongitudinal studies need to be done.
 
From the early studies byNagy(1948)tothecurrent studies on children's griefmany
 
issuesremainto be addressed whether by art,dance,music,or discussion. Ifchildren are
 
ourfuture we mustidentify methodologiesto assist in their developmenttowards healthy,
 
functioning adulthood.
 
Purpose and Design ofthe Study
 
The purpose ofthis study wasto evaluate theimpactofbereavement support
 
groupson children who have lost a significant other. The study investigated two primary
 
areasofconcern; the reduction ofproblematic behavior and theincrease in social skills.
 
In professional experience with elementary school age children the researchersfound many
 
ofthe problematic behaviors and depression reported byteachers and administrators were
 
exhibited after the child's loss ofa significant other. In discussion with school staffand
 
with family membersit wasdiscovered these children were notinvolved in any
 
bereavement support program. Mostfamilies,teachers,and school administrators were
 
not awareofthe availability ofbereavementgroupsforchildren despite the factthat many
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ofthe adults had availed themselves ofthe service. The questions arising from this
 
knowledge are;
 
1. "Whatistheimpactofa bereavement support group onthe emotional aspects
 
ofgriefin children?"
 
2. 	"Whatistheimpactofa bereavement support group onthe behavioral aspects
 
ofgriefin children?"
 
Theresearchers hypothesized:
 
1. 	Children who participate in bereavement support groups will show a greater
 
increase in social skillsthan non-participants
 
2. Children who participatein bereavement support groups willshow a greater
 
increase in positive behavioralfunctioning than non-participants.
 
3. Children who participate in bereavement support groups will show a greater
 
decreasein negative behavioral frmctioningthan non-participmits.
 
Strengths ofthe study include the allinclusive client population,the accessto
 
hospice records and the brevity ofthe intervention program. An additional strength was
 
the factthatthe familiesinvolved initiated the contact. One possible we^cnessidentified
 
wasthelack ofknowledgeofthe mortality rate ofparticipants. This was addressed bythe
 
implementation oftwo groupsconcurrently in an attemptto provide an adequate starting
 
sampleto provide for asufficient data base.
 
Threatsto Internal Validity
 
Threatsto internal validity were addressed. History wasreviewed inthe
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initial interview with caretaker and child. Changeofcaretaker,relationship ofthe
 
deceased,and additional variables that could affectthe behaviorsofthe children were
 
assessed in theinterviews and surveyinstruments and questionnaires and analyzed for
 
probability utilizing statistical analysis. It is noted,however,that Mstory is an unknown.
 
Itisimpossible to identify in adviceany specific eventsthat may occur during a child's
 
participation in the group. Protection against this threat wasattempted by regular contact
 
with the primary caregiver and through group discussions with the children. Maturation
 
was assessed bythe age variable and thelength oftime since the loss. In addition the
 
brevity oftheintervention period reduced a possible biasin this area and also reduced the
 
threatofmortality. The current research shows,however,thatthe passage oftime
 
increasesthe problems and decreasesthelikelihood ofsuccessful treatment(Blank, 1975).
 
Testing instruments remained unchanged for pre-tests and post-testsfor
 
both the experimental and control groups. The pre and post-tests were given eight weeks
 
apart which should havereduced the possibility ofrepeattest biasinfluencing the results.
 
Since the test documents and questionnaires developed bythe researchers may have
 
inadvertently contained biased or confusing terminology,feedback wassolicited from
 
knowledgeable professionals priorto use,to identify required correctionsin this area.
 
All data wasgathered bythe researchers which eliminated problems with
 
interpretation oftest data. Selection biaswasreduced as all referrals were offered the
 
intervention. Those clients applyingfor but declining the service were used asa control
 
group when agreeabletothefamily. The results remained confidential and available only
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to the researchers and should not have,therefore,created athreat to the anonymity ofthe
 
participants in the study.
 
l^everal strengths ofthe study wereidentified. The researchers had control of
 
group contentfor their program which allowed for flexibility. Another area identified was
 
the gathering ofcurrent data regarding behaviorsofthe children fi"om both parents and the
 
children themselves. This provided different viewpoints and reduced the problem of
 
memoryofevents. Another identified strength wasthe reputation ofthe hospice facility
 
used forthestudy. Their reputation in the communityfor servicesin this area provided a
 
base ofclients voluntarily seeking the service thus providing a cooperative study sample.
 
The facility also had adequate meeting spaceto allow forim-plementation ofboth indoor
 
and outdoor play activities,art project,and discussion groups. Weaknesses would include
 
the time fi-ameforthe study and limited sample size. Afull yearfor additional groupsand
 
follow up would be desirable. A fiill yearfollow up might provide information regarding
 
immediate benefit response versus reduction ofbenefits overtime
 
Orientation
 
Using a positivist orientation this study wasevaluative and explanatory. The study
 
evaluated theimpactofthe bereavementsupport groupsonthe behavioraland emotional
 
changes ofthe participants. Parental permission and permission ofthe child was obtained
 
priorto the child's participation in the program.
 
The positivist paradigm,using a realist ontology,statesthatthe study mustbe
 
observable,measur^le,and firee ofbiases,prejudices,and values. This paradigm accepts
 
only one dependable wayofgaining knowledge which is through the scientific method
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(Eisner,1990). According to Lincoln(1990)it mustbe"possible for morethan one
 
observerto agree on its existence and characteristics". Solomon(1989),addressing this
 
issue,believes that knowledge is independent ofpersonal experiences which would allow
 
for morethan one observer to agree onthe findings. This beliefalso gives supporttothe
 
use ofquantitative analysis asa meansofobtaining truth.
 
Study Sample
 
The study population consisted ofall elementary school age children referred to
 
the Bereavement Support Group offered by Hospice ofEast San Gabriel Valley. This
 
program wasoffered through the parent corporation known as Citrus Valley Health
 
Partners and was held at one ofthe company's hospital sites. Children ranged fi^ om six to
 
twelve yearsofage with emotional and/or behavioral issues connected to the loss and grief
 
ofa significant other. Thisfacility was selected because ofits historyfor providing
 
bereavement servicesfor children as well asfor adults. Theresearchers concluded this
 
setting would provide a suflBcient study sample.
 
A non-probability purposive sample wasdrawn from the referrals by using hospice
 
records, maintained atthe main office,located onthe groundsofthe clinic and hospital
 
site. This provided an all inclusive population framework as all children participating in
 
the program forthe entire eight weeks were studied. Those refusing the program were
 
used asa control group. It is not possible to guarantee that the control group and
 
experimental group will be identical,however,by using all applicantsthe primary
 
demographic data wassignificantly similar.
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From a previous review offacility recordsofchildren's participation in
 
bereavement groups it was anticipated thatthere would be six to ten children per group
 
withtwo concurrent groups weekly. This would provide a base oftwelveto twenty
 
children. The maximum limit set bythe facility wastwelve children per group with all
 
groups conducted for an eight week period.
 
Data Collection and Instruments
 
Data was collected through a preliminary interview with the child and primary
 
caregiver. A pre-test questionnaire and a post-test questionnaire were administered to
 
both the child and the primary caregiverindependently. The questionnaires and interview
 
format were designed specificallyfor the study bythe resem"chers. The socid skills ofthe
 
children were assessed by use ofan existing and accepted instrumentfor children ofthis
 
age group(Social Skills Rating Scale by Gresham and Elliott),administered to both the
 
parents aaid the children,at pre and post-test sessions. Questionnaires designed
 
specifically for this study were nottested for reliability or validity.
 
Reliability and Validity ofInstruments
 
The Social Skills Rating Scale(SSRS)by Gresham mid Elliott is an accepted
 
instrument with published reliability and validity results. Reliability refersto the
 
consistency oftest scores which were gatheredthrou^repeated testingofaninstrument
 
under comparable circumstances. TheSSRS used internal consistency(coefficient alpha),
 
test-retest, and interrater. The median coefficient alpha reliabilityforthe Social Skills
 
Scale was.90 and fortheProblem Behavior Scale was.84. The internal consistency
 
rangedfrom.83 to.94for Social Skills and fi"om.73 to.88forProblem Behaviors. These
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coefficients indicate a relatively high degree ofscale homogeneity. The test-retest
 
reliability coefficientsranged from.77to.84for parentsreports and.52to.66for
 
studentsreports on Social Skills Scale. Problem Behaviorsranged from.48to.72for
 
parents reports.
 
Validity refersto measurementofthe variable it purportsto measure. The social
 
validity was promoted by allowing usersto select behaviors perceived as socially
 
signific^t by parents and students. Frequency ratings were used to compare"before
 
intervention"and "after intervention"patterns ofsocial skills with national normative
 
samples. Overallthe correlation of.70 betweentheProblem Behaviors scales and the
 
resultsfromtheCBCL-PRE(Children's Behavioral Checklist^ ParentReportFonn)
 
should betaken as strong evidence ofvalidity forthe SSRSProblem Behaviors Sede.
 
The SSRS Scale median internal consistency reliabilities(coefficient alpha)of.90for
 
Social Skills and,84forProblem Behaviors suggestgood scale homogeneity indicated
 
thatthe scales assess unitary underlyingconstructs. Correlationsamongthe subscales
 
were alsofound to be highly consistent. Social Skills Subscales correlated positively with
 
each other and negatively with theProblem Behaviors Subscales. This is highly consistent
 
and providesaddition^ evidencefor construct validity ofthe SSRS.
 
Convergent validityisthe relationship betweentwo or more measuresofthe same
 
trait using different measurement methods such as different raters asin use ofboth parents
 
and children. One measureofreliability isthe extentto which different raters make
 
similar ratings and maybe viewed asone aspect ofconvergent validity. Convergent
 
validity coefficients showa median correlation range of.26 with a p<.001 to.30 with p<
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.0001. Atotal of14ofthe 16 convergent validity coeflBcients are significant atleast at
 
the.05 level.
 
Procedure
 
Data gathering wasinitiated through a preliminary interview with the primary
 
caregiver and the child. This required approximately one hour perfamily. Initial
 
appointments were set bythe clerical staffand the interviews were conducted by both
 
researchers approximatelytwo weeks prior to the beginning ofanew group. The
 
interview assessed the families knowledge and attitudes regarding death,loss,and
 
bereavementissues. Upon completion oftheinterview the child and caregiver
 
independently completed a pre^test questionnaire addressing the current social skills,
 
emotional,and behavioral fimctioning ofthe child. Anin-depth assessment bythe
 
researchers wascompleted based ontheinformation obtained atthe preliminaryinterview.
 
Additional data regarding theimpactofthe bereavement supportgroup wasobtained at
 
the completion ofthe program through a post-test and closing interview with the child and
 
caretaker. Final dataforthe control group wasgathered through telephone interviews and
 
completion ofthe questionnaires. The estimated timefor gathering data was
 
approximately three tofour months.
 
Bereavement support groupswere designed as eight week sessions facilitated by
 
two M.S.W.interns. The facilitators havetraining in counseling with emphasisin
 
problematic behaviors with elementary school age children,mental health treatment
 
groups,parenting groups,familygroups,art^ d play therapy,and griefwork. New
 
participants were enrolled priorto orno later than the second group session. Late
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enrollments were placed in the next available group. All groups consisted ofno morethan
 
seven children with ages ranging from six totwelve years and were not separated by
 
gender. Enrollment wasvoluntary with agreementfor participation by both the parent
 
and the child with regular attendance.
 
The bereavementgroup sessions were designed to promote communication,allow
 
fora variety ofmodalities,and providefor both quiet and animated activities. Each
 
session included a discussion period,an activity period,and an active play session. Group
 
rules and behavioral expectations were developed through ateam effort betweenthe
 
group leaders and the children. Thisincreased compliance and promoted group
 
cohesiveness. The groupformat was developed based onthe facilitators previous
 
experience and group work reviewed inthe literature(Masterman,Reamsand Redmond
 
1988,Goldman,1994,Lohnes,1994).
 
Although often painful,discussions reviewed feelings,fears,memoriesofthe
 
deceased,and changesin the children's current lives. Sharing ofexperiences developed
 
awareness that other children werefacing similar situations. An attemptto normalize
 
feelingsthrough open communications assisted in the developmentofa peer support
 
system. Fears regarding death wereexplored and cultural differences discussed including
 
differencesin death rituals such fUnerals.
 
Initially children were hesitantto share memoriesofthe deceased. However,with
 
encouragementfrom group leaders and peersthe children were able to openly discuss
 
special times without hesitation,sharing drawings,pictures,and other personal
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memorabilia. Many were surprised to find peers had similar memories and experiencesin
 
the past which enabled the children to be more open to discussions ofcurrentlife changes.
 
Activities were carefully selected to provide an outlet for emotions,creativity,and
 
fun. The children pmticipated in cooking,baking,clay,coloring,painting and other art
 
projects. Puppet play provided a stage fi>r safedisclosure ofpreviouslytaboofeelings and
 
statements. Collages were created based on happy memoriesofactivities they enjoyed
 
withthe deceased and sadnessthey nolonger had to hide. Paintings,completed bythe
 
children,showed sadness,broken hearts,happy memories and dreams.
 
Withthe large outdoor yard at the group site,active play wasenjoyed outside.
 
Children in crisis often have difficulty with concentration,focus,or remaining seated for
 
prolonged periods. Exploration ofthe gardens also provided a safe venuefor discussion
 
ofdeath as related to nature. Dinosaurs,cars,and other assorted items played out scenes
 
these children were unableto verbally discuss. Bubble blowing wasafavorite activity and
 
allowed forarangeofmovementfi-om sedentaryto extremely active participation. The
 
researchersfound this wasa beneficial release ofthe ener^created duringthe discussion
 
periods.
 
Protection ofHuman Subjects
 
The human subject selected for this study had their confidentiality and anonymity
 
protected at dltimes. AH nmnesand identifying information waseliminated and interview
 
sheets and questionnaires marked with numbers assigned in numerical order bythe
 
researchers. All data wasfurther reported onagroup basis rather thanon individuals
 
participating in the groups. A participant consentform wasissued atthe beginning ofthe
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interview. In addition an informed consent and debriefing statement was provided for
 
each participant which briefiy introduced the researchers and explained the purpose ofthe
 
study. The consent wassigned by both the primary caregiver and the child and was stored
 
separately. All written research data wasavailable onlytothe researchers and was
 
destroyed upon completion ofthe project.
 
ResultsofData Analysis
 
Centraltothis study wasthe question ccmcemingthe^ectofbereavement
 
support groupsonthe emotional and behavioral aspectsofgriefin children. The concept
 
ofbereavement is a multifaceted issue which can be viewed asa process ratherthan asan
 
event. Definition will differ based onthe cohort viewing the process. Cohortsofage,
 
ethnicity,race,gender,and religion will all observe evidence ofthe bereavement state
 
firom a variety ofconstructs. Theconstructs this study addressed included social skills,
 
negative behaviors,and positive behaviors. The investigation examined the relationship
 
between childhood bereavementand problematic behaviorsin both the schooland home
 
settings. The problematic behavioralissues werethe dependent variables. The
 
intervention,defined as participation in the bereavement supportgroup,wasthe
 
independent variable.
 
Twoquestionnaires,a social skills survey,and a preliminary interview were uSed
 
togather data. An initial interview with parents and children provided demographic
 
information including age,gender,living arrangements and relationship to the deceased.
 
Social characteristics ofthe child and family and information regarding bereavement
 
activities were also obtained. The Social Skills Rating System by Gresham and Elliott
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reviewed social skill in thefollowing areas: cooperation,assertiveness,empathy,
 
responsibility,selfcontrol and extroverted,introverted,and hyperactive negative
 
behaviors. TheHome ahd SchoolBehaviors questionnairesreviewed positive and
 
negative behaviorsin areasofactivities ofdaily living,leisure, affective behaviors
 
(including fears),aggressiveness,attentiveness,disruptive behaviors and defiance of
 
authority. The completion oftheseinstiuments by both parents and children jdelded
 
multiple outcomes. Theresearchers determined fi-equencies and other appropriate
 
statistics on all variablesfor both the experunentd group and the control group.
 
Demographic Characteristics ofthe Sample
 
According to the results fi-om the preliminary data analysesthefollowing describes
 
the demographicsofthe sample. The age rangefor both groups wasfi-om six to twelve
 
years ofage. Inthe both the experimental and control groups,however,only one child
 
wasin the sixto nine year range. Inthe controlgroup the remaining children were evenly
 
distributed between the tento eleven age group and the twelve year old age group. Inthe
 
experimental group the ten to eleven age group represented 50%ofthe population with
 
the remmning45%in thetwelve year old age range.
 
Table 1 also showsother similarities between the experimental and control groups.
 
A higher percentage ofmale participants was noted. Theincidence ofHispanic clients
 
was higher in both groups and the predominant religion was protestant. Differences were
 
noted in birth order with the oldest children the majority in the experiment^group and the
 
minority in the controlgroup. Thisinformation is further represented in Table 1.
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TABLE U
 
DESCRIPTIVESTATISTICSFORDEMOGRAPHICS
 
EXPER. GRP CONTROLGRP
 
N PERCENT N PERCENT
 
AGE 6-9 1 5% 1 14%
 
RANGE 10-11 10 50% 3 43%
 
12 9 45% 3 43%
 
GENDER-FEMALE 9 45% 3 43%
 
MALE 11 55% 4 57%
 
BIRTHORDER-YOUNGEST 8 40% 3 43%
 
MIDDLECHILD 3 15% 3 43%
 
OLDEST 9 45% 1 14%
 
ETHNICITY-CAUCASIAN 5 25% 3 43%.
 
HISPANIC 12 60% 4 57%
 
AFRICAN AMERICAN 3 15% 0
 
RELIGION -CATHOUC 9 45% 2 29%.
 
PROTESTANT 11 55% 4 57%
 
OTHER 1 14%
 
Table2describesthe social characteristics ofthe sample. According to the figures
 
50%ofchildren in the experimental group and 57%ofchildren in the control group reside
 
in single parent households. The majority ofthe children in both experimental and control
 
groups werein homes wherethe parents were married at the time ofthe death ofthe
 
significant person in each oftheir lives. Resultsonthe experimental group indicates90%
 
ofthe children sustained the death ofa parent. In contrastthe control groupshowed that
 
for86%ofthe children death cametosomeone otherthan a parent.
 
Further resultsshowed that causesofdeath forthe majority ofsi^iificantothers
 
wasfi'om other meansthan illnessfor boththe experimental and control groups. Other
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meansofdeath included accident,suicide and homicide. Results showing family attitudes
 
regarding the death indicated both groups had a higher percentage offamilies engaged in
 
"facts only"discussion. Open discussion ofdeath issues were practiced byfamilies with
 
35%ofthe children in the experimental group and29%ofthe children in the control
 
group. Thelowest percentagesrepresented families where no discussion took place with
 
20%in the experimental group and 14%in the control group in this category. Further
 
information is represented in Table 2.
 
TABLE2.
 
DESCRIPTIVESTATISTICSFORSOCIALCHARACERISTICS
 
EXPER.GRP CONTROLGROUP
 
N PERCENT
 
CHILDRESIDESWITH 
SINGLEPARENT 10 50% 
BOTH PARENTS 4 20% 
OTHER 6 30% 
PARENTSMARITALSTATUS
 
(AT TIMEOFDEATHOFSIGNIFICANTPERSON)
 
MARRIED
 
DIVORCED/NOT MARRIED
 
DECEASEDPERSON-PARENT
 
OTHERRELATIVE
 
DEATHBY-ILLNESS
 
OTHER-(ACCIDENT,
 
SUICIDEORHOMICIDE)
 
FAMILY	ATTITUDETOWARDSDEATH
 
OPENDISCUSSION
 
FACTSONLY
 
NODISCUSSION
 
12 60% 
8 40% 
18 90% 
2 10% 
8 40% 
12 60% 
7 35% 
9 45% 
4 20% 
N PERCENT
 
4 57%. 
2 29% 
1 14% 
5 71%
 
2 29%
 
1 14%
 
6 86%
 
3 43%
 
4 57%
 
2 29% .
 
4 57%
 
1 14%
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Resultsfrom the data on bereavement activities are represented in table 3.
 
According to the figures only one child in the experimental group wasrequired to attend
 
the fimeral. Inthe experimental group 75%ofthe children were allowed a choice to
 
attend the fimeral. Only30%choseto attend. The resultsfromthe control group showed
 
that ofthe86%ofchildren allowed a choice ofattending 57%choseto attend.
 
Thelengthoftime since the death ofthe significant parly varies between thetwo
 
groups. According to the results55%ofthe children in the experimentalgroup
 
experienced the loss priortotwelve months previousto entering the support group. The
 
results on children in the control group showed thatin86%ofthe casesthe loss wasof
 
lessthan twelve months duration. None ofthe children in the control group had previous
 
bereavement counseling and only 10%ofchildren in the experimental group had previous
 
bereavement counseling. (Additional findings are represented in Table3)
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TABLE3.
 
DESCRIPTIVESTATISTICSFORBEREAVEMENTACnVITIES
 
EXPER.GRP CONTROLGRP
 
N PERCENT N PERCENT
 
BEREAVEMENTACTIVITYOFCHILD
 
REQUIREDTOATTENDFUNERAL 1 5% 0
 
NOTALLOWEDTOATTENDFUN. 4 20% 1 14%
 
ALLOWEDCHOICEOF ATTENDING 15 75% 6 86%
 
CHILD ATTENDEDFUNERAL
 
YES 6 30% 4 57%
 
NO 14 70% 3 43%
 
BEREAVEMENTTIMEFRAME
 
LESSTHAN 12MOSSINCEDEATH 9 45% 6 86%
 
MORETHAN 12MOSSINCEDEATH 11 55% 1 14%
 
PREVIOUSBEREAVEMENTCOUNSELING
 
YES 2 10% 0
 
NO 18 90% 7 100%
 
Meansand Standard Deviationfor Social Skills
 
Table4and Figure 1 show the results according to the social skills measurements.
 
Meansand standard deviationsfor pre and posttest are displayed for both groups. Figure
 
1 representsthe resultsin bar graphformat. These scalesincluded areas ofassertiveness,
 
cooperation,responsibility,empathy,and selfcontrolin the behaviorsofthe children.
 
According to the figures social skillsforthe experimental^oupindicated an
 
increasefrom pre testto posttests in both parents O^ean65,sd 14to Mean82,sd 17)
 
and children(Mean73,sd 14to Mean95,sd 17)with thechildren showing higher scores
 
than the parents on both tests. The controlgroup scores showed a decrease in both the
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 parent(Mean69,sd20to Mean68,sd 21)and the children from the pre-teststo the post-

tests respectively(Mean68,sdlOto Mean 70,sdl1). (Table4and Figure 1)
 
TABLE4.
 
MEANSANDSTANDARDDEVIATIONFOR
 
SOCIALSKILLSFACTORS
 
INCLUDING:ASSERTIVENESS,COOPERATION,RESPONSIBILITY,
 
EMPATHY,ANDSELFCONTROL
 
EXPER.GROUP CONTROLGRP
 
M SD M SD
 
SOCIALSKILLSPARENTS
 
REPORT-PRETEST 65 14 69 20
 
SOCIAL SKILLSPARENTS
 
REPORT-POST TEST 82 17 68 21
 
SOCIAL SKILLSSTUDENT
 
REPORT-PRETEST 73 14 70 10
 
SOCIAL SKILLS STUDENT
 
REPORT-POST TEST 95 17 68 11
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Figure 1.
 
SOCIALSKILLS BEHAVIORS
 
100' 
90' 95 
80' ■SOC.SKILLSPRElESTT 
70' 
60' 65 
82 
73 
69 68 70 68 
PARENTSREPORT 
EZlSOC.SKILLSPOSTTEST 
50' PARENTSREPORT 
40' 
MSOC.SKILLSPRETEST 
30' 
STUDBJTSREPORT 
20' 
10' 
0, 
expgip controlgrp 
group
 
Means and Standard DeviationforPositive Behaviors
 
In Table5 and Figure2 the results show information on outcomesfor positive
 
behaviors. These results were based on both parent's and student's reports on theHome
 
and School Behavioral Questionnaires. Thefindings are displayed for pre and post-tests
 
of both the experimentaland the control groups. The results indicatea marked difference
 
between thetwo groups. The reportsforthe experimentalgroup show an increase in
 
positive behaviors by the parent(Mean35,sd 10to Mean50,sd8)and the children
 
(Mean 31,sd9to Mean45,sd 12)from the pre testtothe post test scores. However,the
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resultsforthe control group show a decline in positive behaviorsfrom parent and children
 
from the pre-testto post-test scores respectively(Mean38,sd 14to Mean35,sd 15).
 
(Table 5,and Figure2)
 
TABLE5.
 
MEANSANDSTANDARDDEVIATION
 
FORPOSITIVEBEHAVIORS
 
INCLUDING:ACTIVITIES OFDAILYLIVING,HOMECHORES,
 
ATTENDING,COMPLIANCE,EMOTIONALEXPRESSION,
 
LEISURE ACTIVITIES.
 
EXPERGRP CONTROLGRP
 
M SD M SD
 
POSITIVEBEHAVIOR
 
PRETEST
 
PARENTSREPORT 35 10 38 14
 
POSITIVEBEHAVIOR
 
POST-TEST
 
PARENTSREPORT 50 35 15 
POSITIVEBEHAVIOR 
PRE-TEST 
STUDENTSREPORT 31 35 13 
POSITIVEBEHAVIOR 
POST-TEST 
STUDENTSREPORT 45 12 32 15 
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 F%ure2.
 
POSITIVE BEHAVIORS
 
60
 
POS.BEH.PRETEST
50­
PARENTSREPORT
 
45
40
 
BEH.POSTTEST
38
 
35 35
35
 PARENTSREPORT
30
 32
31
 
POS.BEH.PRETEST
 
20
 
STUDENTSREPORT 
10 □pos beh. POST test 
STUDENTS REPORT 
exp grp control grp 
group 
Means and StandardDeviation for Negative Behaviors 
Results from the analysis ofnegative behaviors are reported on Table 6 andFigure 
3. The results for the experimental group showed a decrease innegative behaviors for 
parents (Mean 37, sd 10 to Mean 22, sd 8) and for children (Mean 41, sd 9 to Mean 27, sd 
12). The Social Skills Scale Negative Behaviors also displayed a decrease for the 
experimental group (Mean 130, sd 9 to Mean 106, sd 14). These results are based on 
reports fromparents only. 
Results from the analysis of controlgroup data indicate a minimal increase in 
negative behaviors inall areas. Parents (Mean 34. sd 14 to Mean 37 sd 15),( students 
37 
j ^ 
  
Mean 37,sd 13to Mean 38,sd 15),and,parents Mean95,sd 81 to Mean 96,sd 81).
 
(Table6and Figure 3)
 
TABLE 6.
 
MEANSANDSTANDARDDEVIATION
 
FORNEGATIVE BEHAVIORS
 
EXPERIMENTALGRP CONTROLGRP
 
M SD M SD
 
INCLUDING;ANGER,CRYING,IRRITABILITY,
 
AGGRESSIVENESS,DISRUPTIVENESS,
 
DEFIANCEOFAUTHORITY,NON-COMPLIANCE,
 
AND NEGATIVE AFFECTIVEBEHAVIORS.
 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS
 
PRE-TEST
 
PARENTSREPORT 37 10 34 14
 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS
 
POST-TEST
 
PARENTSREPORT 22 37 15
 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS
 
PRE-TEST
 
STUDENTSREPORT 41 37 13 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS 
POST-TEST 
STUDENTSREPORT 27 12 38 15 
EXTROVERTED.INTROVERTED ANDHYPERACTIVEBEHAVIORS. 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS 
ON SOCIAL SKILLS 
PRE-TESTPARENTSREPORT 130 9 95 81 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS
 
ONSOCIAL SKILLS
 
POST-TEST PARENTSREPORT 106 14 96 81
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Figure 3. ■NEGIBEH.PRE-TKT 
PARENTS REPORT 
NEGATIVEBEHAVIORS
 □NEGBEH.POSTTEST 
140
 PARBJTSRB^ORT 
120
 INEGBEH.PRETEST 
STUDSMrSRBaORT100
 
□NEGBEH.POSTTEST 
80
 
STUDENTS REPORT 
60
 
lllSOC.SKILLJSNEGBEH. 
40
 PRETEST PARENTS RPT 
■SOCSKILUSNEGBEH. 
expgrp control grp
 
group
 
Discussion andImplications 
The researchers found that the bereavement support group was effective in 
impacting the emotional andbehavioral functioning of the participants. Reports indicated 
a reduction ofnegative behawors for bothhome and school settings. This was notedby 
bothparent's and children's reports. Conversely thepositivebehaviors showed an 
increase inreports by bothparents and children. Results of the social skills scales 
including self-control, empathy, responsibility, assertiveness, and cooperation showed an 
increase in the level ofbehaviorsmthsocial skills negative behaviors (externalized. 
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internalized,hyperactivity)showing a decrease. The support group appearsto have had a
 
positive influence in reducingthe problematic behaviors ofthe children and increasing the
 
desired positive behaviors and social skills.
 
Studies suggestthat children will manifesta wide variety in their approachesto
 
grieving. This wasnoted by Giblin and Ryan(1989)in their studies on children's
 
perceptions on death. Reviewsofchildren's home and school behaviors also identified
 
academic deterioration,anxiety,withdrawal,somatic complaints and death fantasies
 
presentin the majority ofcasesin agreement with the studies completed by Greenberg
 
(1975). Also consistent with Greenberg's research,this study showed participants
 
displaying a wide range ofemotions such as sadness,crying,irritability, and anger as
 
documented ontheHome and SchoolBehavioral Questionnaires. These results though,
 
are not consistent with findings by Buirski and Buirski(1994) stating children are unable
 
or structurally unequipped to grieve. The results ofthis study were more consistent,
 
instead, with results of the work by Vida&Grizenko(1989) shovdngthe manifestation
 
ofgriefto becommon.
 
Hawener and Phillips work propoundstheimportance ofthe child's interaction
 
with significant adultsfollowing death,particularly ofa parent. Interviews with parents
 
and children and bereavement group observations bythese researchers supported their
 
statements. Chil^en with little or no discussion ofthe bereavementissues displayed
 
withdrawal^d anxiety at a more severelevelthan children with supportive home
 
environments. Open verbalization ofemotive contentincreased asthe participants became
 
awareofpeers with similar situations. Thegroup setting provided for normalization of
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fears and increased the abilityto share with othersthetrauma and stressthey experienced.
 
This wasnot unexpected bythese researchers asthe work by Segal(1984)and Davis
 
(1989)also found thisto be representative ofthe group experience. Theimprovementin
 
emotional and behavioral growth was dramatically noted in all participants ofthe study.
 
However,one six year old perhapstold the whole story when at the initial session the
 
child was aggressive and verbally abusive with his mother. His behavior alternated
 
between crying, yelling, hitting,and kicking. The initial group sessionfound him sitting in
 
the doorway with no communication with other participants. Allan(1978)found artto
 
be a significant medium for change in briefgroup work with aggressive children and the
 
dramatic changesin this participant were also noted in response to art based modalities.
 
Unableto participate in any way initially,the child wasfully involved in the group bythe
 
end ofthe eight week session.
 
In reviewing Table2it was noted that90%ofthe children in the experimental
 
group lost a parent and only70%ofthese children attended the funeral. Theirlack of
 
closure may have been one variable responsible forthe decision ofthefamily to havethe
 
child participate in the support group. Itis also noted 85%ofthe children in the control
 
group lost someone otherthan a parent yet43% attended the funeral. Again absence of
 
the opportunityfor closure may have been a contributing factor in declining services.
 
Implicationsforfurther research are numerous. The findings ofthis study are only
 
a beginning examination ofthefactors affecting the adjustment ofbereaved children.
 
Withtimelimited groupsa minimum one yearfollow up would berecommended as
 
previous research showsa regression pattern with children reverting to earlier levels of
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deleterious grieving which appearsto stabilize within thattime frame(Lohnes&Kalter,
 
1994).
 
Researchers disagree asto theimpactofbereavement support groupsfor children
 
on adjustmentand functioning in the adult years(Masterman,1989). Longterm studies
 
would determine thelong range benefits and the rate ofretention ofimproved functiomng.
 
Further,the optimal number ofgroup sessions is not agreed upon by group facilitators in
 
bereavement work with intervention groups ranging from six to twelve weeksorlonger
 
(Warmbrod,1986). There isaneed for studiesto examinetheimpact and retention of
 
benefits based on the number ofsessions provided.
 
Theabilities mid training ofresearchers or group facilitators,and the intervention
 
modality used are other areasin need ofreview. Difference ofresponse by participantsto
 
male only,female only,or male and female facilitator teamswasanother area where data
 
wasnot available. Additionallylarger population samples would provide additionalissues
 
and needs which may not have been addressed in this study.
 
These bereavement groups were provided free ofcharge,through a coalition
 
betweenthe hospice and the medicd center,as a community service. This service has
 
been av^ablefor approximatelyten years and yetremains relatively unknown. Little
 
marketing has been done and advertising has notreached thetarget population. Doctors,
 
schools,churches,and most counseling service agenciesin the area are not aware ofthe
 
program and often atalossfor resourcesfor their clients.
 
Provision ofthese support groups benefited the entire family. The child's
 
participation allowed for respiteforthe surviving parent or caretaker. Education ofthe
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families asto the normal griefreactions ofchildren alleviated the levels ofanxiety.
 
Weeklyfamily contact provided information to the researchers regarding any additional
 
areas ofconcern ortraumaticimpactto the child. Thisteam effort also provided a
 
support baseforthefamilies in accessing additional resourcesin the community. Lastly,
 
the research showed a decrease in problematic behaviors and an increase in positive
 
behaviors and social skillsforthe participants. While not"curing"all the problems
 
encountered bythe children and familiesthe change in behavioral patterns wasa positive
 
step reducing mixiety and stress and allowingforthe gradual return to normalfunctioning
 
levels.
 
Significance for Social WorkPractice
 
Social work direct practiceisimpacted byincreasing client referrals and decreasing
 
funding. Manyinsurance companieslimitthe numberofvisits they will cover and with
 
managed care miy problem in the emotional arena is under tighter scrutiny than in the past.
 
FewHMO'sprovide bereavementsupport groups and individual sessions are limited and
 
usually requirea co-pay. This is often substantial and not affordableto families often
 
overburdened with burial and medical expenses.
 
With thelimited resources and time framesimposed on direct practitioners
 
modalities can beimplemented in time limited group settingsto provide benefitstothe
 
treatmentteam as well asto the client. Group workis one area thatcan provideincreased
 
benefitsto our clients while controlling staffcosts. SocM workers havethe opportunity
 
to study this process at many workshops and conferences. Knowledge ofbereavement
 
support group work would allow the social workerincreased choicesfor treatment. With
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continual increased referrals,time constraints,and reduced financial resourcesit is
 
importantto develop modalitiesthat will fulfill the needsofthe client while providing long
 
term benefits. Research,as previously stated,showsthat delay in treatment
 
implementation decreasesthe possibility ofsuccessfiil resolution ofgriefand lossissues
 
and the reduction ofthe accompanying problematic behavior with resulting impacton later
 
adultfunctioning(Goldman,1994). Asshown by Tables4,5,and6and Figures 1,2,and 3
 
controlgroup membersshowed increasesin problematic behaviors with decreasesin both
 
positive behaviors and social skills,thereby indicating that providing early prevention
 
could save lives,time and financial burdens.
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APPENDIX A:
 
DEMOGRAPHICQUESTIONNAIRE
 
Demographic statistics
 
AGE: 6-9YRS 10-11 YRS 12YRS_
 
GENDER: MALE FEMALE
 
BIRTHORDER: YOUNGEST MIDDLE
 
OLDEST OTHER
 
ETHNICITY:CAUCASIAN AFRICAN AMERICAN
 
HISPANIC ASIAN OTHER__
 
RELIGION: CATHOLIC PROTESTANT
 
JEWISH ISLAMIC OTHER
 
Demographics ofSocial Characteristics
 
CHILDRESIDES WITH: MOTHER FATHER
 
BOTHPARENTS OTHER
 
PARENTSMARITALSTATUS ATTIMEOFDEATHOF SIGNIFICANT OTHER
 
MARRIED DIVORCED
 
NOTMARRIED OTHER
 
RELATIONSHIP OFDECEASEDPERSONTOCHILD
 
MOTHER FATHER
 
GRANDPARENT SIBLING OTHER
 
DEATHDUE	TO:LONGTERMILLNESS
 
SHORTTERMILLNESS ACCIDENT
 
HOMOCIDE SUICIDE OTHER
 
FAMILY ATTITUDETOWARDSDEATH
 
OPENDISCUSSION FACTSONLY
 
NON-FACTUALDISCUSSION(FANTASY)
 
NODISCUSSION OTHER
 
Demographics ofBereavement Activities
 
BEREAVEMENT ACTIVITYOFCHILD - ATTENDINGFUNERAL
 
REQUIRED TO ATTEND NOT ALLOWEDTO ATTEND
 
ALLOWED CHOICETO ATTENDORNOT
 
CHILD ATTENDEDFUNERAL: YES NO
 
LENGTHOF TIMESINCEDEATH
 
LESSTHAN 12MONTHS ^OVER 12MONTHS
 
PREVIOUSBEREAVEMENT COUNSELING:YES NO
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APPENDIXB:
 
SCHOOLBEHAVIORSQUESTIONNAIRE
 
SCHOOLBEHAVIORS SELDOlvi TIME OFTEN
 
AGGRESSIVEBEHAVIORS
 
FIGHTING ATSCHOOL
 
FIGHTINGINCLASSROOM
 
GET SENTTO TIMEOUTCLASSROOM
 
LOOSETEMPER-HIT.YELL
 
BREAKOTHERPEOPLES THINGS
 
GETSENTTO OFFICE
 
GETSUSPENDED
 
TRIED TOKILL MYSELF
 
ATTENTIVEBEHAVIORS
 
HAVETROUBLEPAYINGATTENTION
 
NOTFINISHINGWORKIN CLASS
 
DAYDREAMINGIN CLASS
 
STAYINMYSEAT
 
DISRUPTIVEBEHAVIORS
 
MAKELOUDNOISESLIKEBURPING.ETC.
 
MAKESIGNSORGESTURESWHENI
 
SHOULDN'T
 
DISTURB CLASSMATES
 
FORGETTHINGS ATHOMEINEED
 
FORSCHOOL
 
CHEATIN CLASS
 
AUTHORITYDEFIANCEBEHAVIORS
 
DON'TFOLLOWTEACHERSRULES
 
DON'TLISTENTOPRINCIPALOR VP
 
DON'TLISTENTOTEACHER
 
TELLTHETEACHER OFF
 
SKIP SCHOOLWHENI'M SUPPOSED
 
TOGO
 
STEALTHINGS
 
LIE
 
AFFECTIVEBEHAVIORS
 
OTHERPEOPLEMAKEMEMAD
 
FEELLIKECRYING
 
CRY ATSCHOOL
 
DON'TUNDERSTANDHOWTODO
 
THEHOMEWORK
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1
 
1
 
SOME
 1
 
SELDOM TIME pFTEN
 
1
WANTTOBEALONE
 
FEELLIKENOTHINGMATTERS
 
FEELLIKEIWOULDRATHERBEDEAD
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 APPENDIXC
 
HOMEBEHAVIORSQUESTIONNAIRE
 
SOME
 
SELDOM TIMI lOFTE?
 
ACnvmESOFdailyliving
 
BRUSHTEETH
 
TAKEABATH/SHOWER
 
EATMOSTOFMYFOOD
 
PICKUPBELONGINGS
 
HELP AROUNDTHEHOUSE
 
HELP AROUNDTHEYARD
 
LEISURE ACTIVITIES
 
WATCHTV
 
PLAY VIDEO GAMES
 
PLAYWITHFRIENDS
 
PLAYWITHFAMILY
 
FEARS
 1
 
AFRAIDTOBE AWAYFROMHOME
 
AFRAID OFTHEDARK
 
AFRAID OFGOINGTOSLEEP i
 
HAVENIGHTMARES
 
AFRAID OFGETTINGSICK 1
 1
 
1
 
AFFECTIVEBEHAVIORS 1
 
1
CRY
 
CAN'T STOP CRYING
 
-
GET ANGRYEASILY
 
FEELLIKEPEOPLEAREPICKINGONME 
■ 
1
 
1
 
1
 
HATETHEPEOPLE AROUNDME 
1
 
GETMYFEELINGSHURTEASILY 1
 
1
 
FEELSAD 1
 
1
 
FEELPAIN WHENIGETHURT 1
 
i
 
HAVESTOMACHACHES : , 1
 
HAVEHEADACHES
 
FEELI'M TOBLAMEFORSOMEONEDYING 1
 
1
 
FEELLIKEIWANTTOHURTSOMEONE l'
 
DEFIANCEOFAUTHORITY 
:
 
ARGUEWITHMYFAMILY
 
ARGUEWITHMYFRIENDS
 
FIGHT.HIT.KICK
 
DON'TPAYATTENTIONTOTHERULES
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1
 
1
 
APPENDIX C:CONT.
 
SOME
 
SELDOMI TIME «OFTEN
 
CAN'TUNDERSTANDTHERULES
 
BREAKOTHERPEOPLES THINGS
 I
 
BREAKMYTHINGS
 
TRYTOGETEVENWHENIGET UPSET
 1
 
LIKETODOEXCITING THINGS
 1
 
EVENIF THEYAREDANGEROUS
 
CALLPEOPLEBADNAMES 1
 
■HIT SMALLERKIDSIFNOONEISLOOKING 1 ■ ■ 
: 1DRINK ALCOHOL
 
USEDRUGS I
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APPENDIXD:
 
INFORMEDCONSENTANDDEBRIEFINGSTATEMENT
 
TheBereavement Support Group you are applying to for your chiljd maybeused
 
as a basefor research. The study you are aboutto participate in is designed to investigate
 
theimpactofbereavement support groupsonthe behaviors ofchildren whL have lost a
 
significant person in their life. This study is being conducted by Marlen Kellas and Lynette
 
Wheeler underthe direction ofDr.L.Cardona,AssistantProfessor ofSoceial Work at
 
j
 
California State University,San Bernardino. This study has been approved bythe
 
Institutional Review Board ofthe University.
 
The child will participate in an eight week bereavement support pifogram. You and
 
iionnaire priorto
the child will be asked to participate in an interview and complete a quesj
 
the be^nning ofthe program and again atthe completion ofthe progran^l There are no
 
risksfrom the research project. Please be assured that anyinformation you provide will be
 
held in strict confidence bythe researchers. Allinformation collected wiil be identified
 
only by a case niunber. Atnotime will your name be reported along wilh yourresponses.
 
All data will be reported in groupform only.
 
Please understand that your participation is voluntary and you^efreeto withdraw
 
at any time during this study,without penalty.
 
Iacknowledge thatI have beeninformed of,and understand,the nature and
 
purpose ofthis study,andIfreely consentto participate
 
Signature ofdarticipant/age/date
 
IacknowledgeI havethe authority to give permissionfor this qhild to participate
 
in the program.
 
Signature ofAuthorized Adult Date Signature ofResearcher Date
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